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AN ATLAS AND GAZETTEER 

G.R. Versey 
Department of Geography, University of 

Cambridge 
************** 

The reproduction of a· Reference Atlas, with maps in three colours, 
together with a Gazetteer to accompany a Geographical Work com
prising a number of volumes may seem a little frightening to those 
of us whose work normally consists of preparing· black and white 
maps for some Journal or Text-book. But if we make nareful 
preparation, for example, by experimenting with a number of ideas 
including the draughting of a sample· sheet right through to having 
it printed in full colour, then the actual task of drawing the maps 
for the atlas is made easier. However, in the planning of such an 
atlas several factors must be considered and it is these.and.the 
problems that arise which I wish to discuss. 

Size and Format 

The size and format of the atlas are very important in that they 
will determine the scale of the maps and, being a reference atlas 
with each map containing·many place-names, we shall be aiming at 
the largest possible scale. If we. were producing a reference atlas 
by itself 11>1e might choose a format such as that of the University 
Atlas, or of the Oxford Atlas, or even larger. Here, we need something 
different, we want an atlas which is to be the last volume to accompany 
a series of text volumes, and one which can be readily used in-con
junction with the other volumes. In view of this I am in favour of 
the atlas being of the same size as the other volumes. It can be most 
inconvenient, when consulting a ·series of books in the reading room 
of a library, to find that the atlas accompanying the work is tucked 
away on a distant shelf,·or even in another room owing to its being 
too large to fit onto the shelf-along side the text volumes. 

Scale-~f maps 

The arrangement of the geographical informa9ion contained in the text 
volumes is set out in terms of counties so it will be logical to 
arrange the atlas by counties. Having made this decision the limit 
of each map is decided for us. Now that we know the size of our page 

.and the boundary of each map we can Gonsider the scale at which the 
maps will be published. There are two points which we must bear in 
mind; first, as we have already seen, we need the largest possible 
scale to accommodate the huge number of place..:.names and secondly, all · 
maps must be on the same scale for c·omparabili ty. If we select a 
scale which will enable us to fit the largest count· on to one 
double-page spread we see at once that we are not making maximum use 
either of a single page or ofa double-page for the majority of the 
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other counties. B,y ignoring the couple or so outsize counties we 
are able to choose a scale ~hich will allow us to make full use of a 
double-page for about one half of the counties, the remainder fitting 
on to single pages. The very large counties can now be divided to 
cover two double-pages or a double-page and a single page. 

Although it is not essential I think it would be more convenient to 
try to aim at a scale which is in terms of some round figure, e.g. 
six miles to one inch. In order to achieve this, and at the same 
time maintain a uniform scale for all maps, it may be necessary .to 
'bleed' small protruding parts of some counties into the 1.-!hite margin. 
La!'ge parts may ~e put into insets. When using an inset for the 
continuation ef a county it is important to have sufficient over~ap 
to allow the eye to see at once exactly where the continuation joins . 
on to the main map. This will also apply when dividing the larger 
counties for two double-pages. 

Order of maps: 

With an atlas based on the counties it would seem natural that the 
maps should be arranged in alphabetical order and more especially so 
because our gazetteer· is to be by counties in alphabetical order., 
But perfect alphabetical order cannot be ·achieved; a county needing 
only a single page may come between two requiring double-pages and 
we are left.with a single blank page. However, if we move the next 
single-page county to fill the blank we finish up with almost complete 
alphabetical order, only two or three counties being slightly out of 
place. 

'Mock Up' Atlas: 

Having reached this stage in our preparatory work it will be of 
imme~e help if we make a complete 'mock up' of the atlas at actual 
size. Pages for title, half-title, contents and preface should also 
be added, though at this stage it may be only an.estimate. The maps 
need to sho~ only county boundaries and, of course, coast-line where 
appropriate. The 'mock up' is most important as it will provide us 
with a fairly good idea of what the final product will look like. It
will also help us to make changes and improvements. 

Drawing media: 

The maps are to be printed in three colours -brown for relief, blue 
for water features and black for boundaries, settlement sites and place
names. A separate drawing will have to be made for each colour and to 
maintain perfect registration between the drawings we must.:use a 
draughting media with good stability. There are many Palyester.based 
draughting films .on the market today, all equally suitable for the 
job. · 

Drawing the maps: 

Concerning the actual drawing of the maps I will mention only a few 
points. No county map can be drawn separately but must be considered 
in relation to all the surrounding counties. Boundaries between one 
county and another must be a perfect fit; where relief and drainage 
patterns overlap on two or more maps the overlap should be exact. 
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The same applies to settlement sites and their names. 

The scale at which we draw should be either the same as will ap:~ear 
on the printed map or only slightly larger. Large reductions in 
this kind of work are inadvisable. To a certain extent our source 
of base mater1al will determine the scale at which we draw. For 
example, if the final printed map is to be at six miles to one 
inch, we might draw at four ~iles to one inch (giving a reduction of 
3:2) because we have official quarter-inch maps which \'ill supply 
us with all our base material - settlement sites, drainage pattern and 
the contours we have selected. · The last two items being available 
as separate 'water and contour pullsJ~ 

With a maximum reduction of ohl.y 3:2 we cannot expect to letter the 
hundreds of place-names by hand. To use any type of Instant 
Lettering, such as Letraset, would be too labonous and in any case 
we could not get a ·small enough point size suitable for the job. We 
must, therefore, use some form of photo-lettering whereby the names 
are printed on thin stripping film ~nd stuck-down by means of a 
wax adhesive. The advantages of using wax as opposed to other 
adhesi~es are {1) that. it allows you to slide the name into position 
and (2) the name can easily be removed if re-positioning is 
necessary. When all the names havebeen finally positioned a good 
boning will securely fix them to the draughting film. 

Gazetteer: 

Material for the gazetteer should be entered on to Record Cards, 
using a separate card for each place-name. The size of the card 
will depend upon the average amount of information that we intend 
to have for each place-name. For our purpose a 5" x 3" card will be 
adequate. The use of cards makes it easier for us to arrange the 
names into alphabetical order; also,if we wish to change the data 
for any particular place we simply write out a new card and discard 
the old. Furthermore, and providing we give clear and adequate 
instructior..s_, the printer can use the cards when setting up the 
gazett,eer for printing •. 




